
● We’ve implemented the Type A comments from the Introduction.
● L20: We’ve briefly mentioned the L1-track trigger.
● L61: “Sensor Image” replaced with “Hit status of all channels”
● L71: Removed “Various” from “Various prototypes” to avoid hinting to the reader that

many other such tests are performed. As the MPA beam tests weren’t published, maybe
it’s better to leave things simply as they are.

● L106: Remains → remain.
● Type A comments in S3.3 implemented.
● Fig 6: 5/7 planes now noted.
● Model section:

○ Changed U_h to U_b
○ Changed U_d to U_fd
○ We’ve changed this to “diffusing along the trajectory of the proton”, so that the

explanation flows a bit better.
○ 19,000 e- (added unit)

● Fig 7: Number of Clusters changed to Fraction of Clusters
● L174: We’ve removed the “safely ignored” part, as another reviewer pointed out some

nuances (in particular that if those angles aren’t at their nominal positions, the effected
sensor width may be larger). We now simply say they cannot be constrained.

● Timing Section: The optimal working point would be 3ns more delayed, at a total delay of
14ns. This numerical value is essentially arbitrary since there is also a large latency to
account for, so we prefer not to quote it lest it confuse a reader.

● L208: Very few clusters were not associated with tracks. The noise can be seen in
Figure 11, and depends of course on the threshold set.

● Figure 11: The noise shown here is the noise per strip, otherwise the noise occupancy
would be >> 1. There may be some small effects keeping it from reaching 100%, though
we are not positive what these might be.

● Figure 12: We’ve changed the x-axes to “Threshold Q [ke^-]”
● Figure 12: The noise occupancy was derived from leaving the module to record data

without the beam on, but otherwise making no changes to the setup.
● Sec 5.5: The higher threshold for the resolution studies is just to get away from the noise

as much as possible. For the 120 GeV protons there is very little effect in raising this
threshold to 6200.

● L244: Not sure why we wrote charge sharing here: corrected to just pointing out that the
track crosses the boundary between two strips (and that boundary is wider if the sensor
is angled).

● L246: Similarly for the one angle clusters: to make this clearer we now specifically
mention that the pitch is effectively smaller (we also make this point earlier when talking
about angles).

● L263: Removed “for” from “for protons” since it didn’t serve a purpose.


